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COMMERCIAL EXCELLENCE:

A WAR WON BY UNLOCKING VALUE WITH YOUR PARTNERS
Commercial Excellence is achieved through relentless pursuit across several business
JHWHIPSP[PLZ;OL[^VTVZ[JYP[PJHSHYLHZMVYTH_PTPZPUNWYVÄ[HISLWLYMVYTHUJLHYLWYPJPUNHUK
sales, because they must work hand in hand to truly unlock the value of your business model.
0U[OPZ^VYRZOVW^L»SSKPZJ\ZZHJVTTLYJPHSL_JLSSLUJLTH[\YP[`TVKLS[OH[JHUOLSW`V\
evaluate your current status, and then you will take a self-assessment that will help identify
UL_[Z[LWZ[OH[`V\JHU[HRL[VPTWYV]L`V\YJVTTLYJPHSWLYMVYTHUJLHUKWYVÄ[HIPSP[`
>L»SSUL_[[\YUV\YH[[LU[PVU[VHWYPJL^HYNHTL^OLYL`V\»SSILVUH[LHTTHRPUN
decisions simulating how business competitors meet in the market – and in this game,
[OLRL`WYVK\J[KPɈLYLU[PH[PVUPZWYPJL(Z[OLNHTLWYVNYLZZLZ`V\»SSNHPUHJJLZZ[V
new information and guidance to make your pricing decisions in each successive round.
The team that makes the most money at the end of all the rounds wins the game, but all
[LHTZ^PUI`ZOHYPUNWYPJPUNL_LJ\[PVUPUZPNO[Z[OL`»]LNHPULKHM[LY[OLNHTLJVUJS\KLZ
-PUHSS`^L»SSW\SSP[HSS[VNL[OLY!L_HTPUPUNOV^[OLZ[LWZ`V\OH]LPKLU[PÄLKVU`V\Y
PUKP]PK\HSWH[O[VJVTTLYJPHSL_JLSSLUJLJVTWHYL^P[O[OLIYVHKLYNYV\W>L»SSKPZJ\ZZ
WYL]PV\ZZ\Y]L`YLZ\S[ZHUK^OH[MLSSV^^VYRZOVWH[[LUKLLZZLLHZJOHSSLUNLZ;VNL[OLY^L»SS
OLSWJVU]LY[[OVZLJOHSSLUNLZ[VVWWVY[\UP[PLZ¶WYPVYP[PLZMVYHJ[PVU[V[HRLIHJR[V[OLVɉJL
and unlock value with your business partners.

ATTENDEES WILL LEARN:
How sales and
pricing can best work
hand in hand

How to evaluate
your commercial
excellence maturity

Steps to improve
performance and
WYVÄ[HIPSP[`

PRESENTED BY:
Darius Fekete

Pricing Scientist, Vendavo
Darius is a Pricing Scientist
with 10+ years of experience
in pricing and related topics.
Prior to Vendavo, he delivered several
complex business transformation projects in
))PUK\Z[YPLZHUKÄUHUJPHSZLY]PJLZ+HYP\Z
also worked at Simon-Kucher & Partners
advising clients on top-line growth, price
optimization and commercial excellence
initiatives. He started his career trading
commodity derivatives and managing equity
investment portfolios. Darius holds a Masters
in International Economic Relations from the
Krakow University of Economics in Poland.

Kalle Aerikkala

Senior Consultant, Navetti
Kalle Aerikkala has worked
within the pricing and
product management
profession for the last 10 years, starting
with Finnish technology companies
supporting service and spare part pricing
globally. Currently Kalle works with Navetti
as a Senior Consultant helping broad range
of customers to achieve better results
through improved pricing. Even after 10
years every day you learn something
new and the world of pricing is incredibly
interesting as it touches on basically every
function within a company.

Workshop presentations are provided in a print copy workbook only and remain the proprietary property of each workshop speaker.
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